E-MOBILITY IN IRELAND
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays electric mobility is a very hot
topic. At the beginning the aim was to
reach in 2020 the number of 200.000
electric vehicles, in 2017 the target has
dropped to 20.000. For this reason the
state of Ireland has decided to build an
infrastructure of charge points that the
population can use for free. There are 2
different type of charge points: standard
and fast.

We were provided with a dataset divided
charge points’s ID and for each of the we
have specified the type (standard/fast),
the area, the position details , counties.

ONE-WAY ANOVA

The Analysis of Variance has been conducted over the months in
2018 in which there havn’t been any comlpete service run down:
March, April, June, September, October , Dicember.
After normalizing the
data and verifying
each time the
modelassumption, we
proceed performing
the analysis.

First group of interest is between
Fast and Standard charge points.
Model fit:
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq Fvalue Pr(>F)
CLASS
1 0.005 0.00477 0.173 0.678
Residuals 333 9.171 0.02754

Second group of interest is between City, Country and Town’s
charge points. Model fit:
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
CLASS
Residuals

2
332

0.369
8.806

0.18474
0.02652

6.965 0.00109**

Univariate p-values:
City-Country
0.004359**

City-Town Country-Town
0.000677***
0.38750
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KRIGING
To solve our biggest question: « Which are the
best locations to add charge points?», we
used the Kriging. We focused our attention on
the percentage of hours that every charge
point is used during the year, eliminating all
the charging towers that had a null usage
and using the distance matrix created with
MDS. In the bubble plot we can see the
typical shape of Ireland slightly rotated
counterclockwise and we can identify 2 zones
where charge points are mostly used, corresponding to Dublin and
Cork. After simmetrizing the variable annual use with the logarithmic
function, we fitted the empirical variogram.
To obtain a better understanding of the overall prediction of the new
location on the entire Irish soil, we created a Grid of points. After that
comes the prediction itself. In the following Heat Map, created with
ggmap, we can see a qualitative pattern of the probability of finding
occupied a charge point put in a new hypotetic location: as we
expected, we have higher probability of finding the new charging
towers occupied, in the area nearer Dublin, Cork and in general the
probability goes decreasing moving away from the urban centers.

There is enough evidence to state that
there is a higher average usage in the
City respect both Country and Town
Starting from this dataset we have also calculated the percentage of
usage per year and for every month, in order to study the use of
charge points, and understand which are the most used and why.
We wanted to study the spatio-temporal pattern of charge points’
usage and its variability, to understan if there exist dependences on
different factor.

MDS
We studied a problem where units
were placed into a road network
and the euclidean representation
did not take this into account, so we
decided to create a matrix of “real
distances”, based on the data
provided by the API of Google
Maps.
Thanks
to
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
SCALING, we evaluated a new set
of fictitious coordinates (x,y) such
that the euclidean distance matrix
of
these
coordinates
best
resembled the original Google
Maps one.

Last group of interest is between the urban positions: Commercial,
Industrial, Motorway, Residencial and Shopping Centre.
Model fit:
CLASS
Residuals

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
5 0.322 0.06436
2.391 0.0377*
329 8.854 0.02691

Univariate p-values: Com–Ind
Com–Mot
0.00633**
Ind–Mot
0.00119**
Mot–Res
4e-15***

Com–Res
0.92564
Ind–Res
0.87744
Mot–Shp
1e-06***

0.85300
Com–Shp
0.77824
Ind–Shp
0.99511
Res-Shp
0.82093

In this case we have enough evidence to state that the Motorway is
less used than all the other groups.

DBSCAN
We applied a weighted DBSCAN to the

stations giving latitude, longitude (recovered
from MDS) and the percentage of annual
usage as weight. As we expected, we
obtain two clusters which are Dublin area
and the rest of the counties. Moreover, we
performed a weighted DBSCAN for every
hour of a day in May. Weights were given by
the percentage of usage of every hour.

CONCLUSION

The number of electric vehicles in Ireland is quickly growing. Thus,
there will be an increasing need for charging stations and our main
goal was to understand which are the best locations to add them.
We can conclude that new stations should be of Fast type and they
should be positioned in cities.
Most accurately, we would add
most of them in Dublin and Cork,
which are the two largest cities of
Ireland. Adding them in Shopping
Centre areas would be useful
while adding them on Motorways
is not needed since those charge
points are never fully occupied, so
the ones positioned to satisfy the
constraint of one each 50km is
enough.

